
 In Lemuria, Atlantis, the ancient Mayan Curandero tradition, and modern 
times, sacred geometry has been used to write light into specific patterns that 
restructure the aura and re-pattern DNA for profound healing and transformation. 
Learned through “caught teachings” in the form of energy transmissions passed 
directly from teacher to student in an unbroken lineage of Mayan shamans that 
can be traced back for more than 25 generations, this highly evolved form of 
communication is clear and direct, free of the clouded connotations that words 
carry, to which the universe responds with “Yes.”  
 In this talk by Zabe Barnes, we’ll learn what is meant by the term “sacred 
geometry” and explore the divine design of the universe expressed in the form of 
sacred shapes and spiral movement. Highlights include:

• Sacred geometry in subatomic space and through universes
• Patterns that repeat throughout nature in gemstones, plants, and more
• The Vitruvian Man drawing by Leonardo da Vinci
• Mayan sacred geometry grid sequences
• Sacred geometry in your aura.

 Zabe will explain what the “caught teachings” are—a fast track to 
expanded awareness—and how they are given, and then give one for the 
sacred geometries of psychic opening, psychic stabilization, psychic 
integration, and how to know which energy you need.
 After the intermission, she will give each audience member a shell and 
talk about sacred spirals—how to work with the shell; the spiral technique 
without the shell; and using the shell spiral for general healing and for 
breaking through perceived limitation.
 A spontaneous three-day out-of-body journey in 1997 changed Zabe’s 
life, activating the flow of light, healing, and sacred geometry in her and 
through her. In 2000 she discovered Mayan shamanism and the sacred 
knowledge that shed light on that experience. She received in-depth 
shamanic training during a seven-year apprenticeship with a Mayan 
Curandero master and holder of an ancient Mayan healing lineage. She is a 
master healing teacher, gifted channel, modern-day shaman, and 
transformation catalyst. Based in Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas, she 
works with clients, students, and teachers worldwide in person, by phone, 
and by Skype. Zabe is the creator of the All Can Heal Sacred Spirals 
System and author of The Pearlescent Compass: A Practical Guide for 
Inner Transformation and Soul Path Alignment. Learn more about Zabe 
and her work at www.AllCanHeal.com.

Workshop and private sessions with Zabe Barnes

Join us Saturday, May 4, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. for Sacred Spirals: Foundations of Mayan Shamanism; $100 per person if 
paid by Thursday, May 2; $120 after then. Private sessions are offered on Friday, May 3 and Sunday, May 5; $65 for a 
half hour, $100 for an hour. To make an appointment, contact Events@Spiritual-Frontiers.com. Visit our website for all 
the details.

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship
presents

Sacred Geometry: The Building Blocks of the Universe 
and the Language of Light

Zabe Barnes

Thursday, May 2, 2013

4900 Waters Edge Dr, First Floor
Raleigh, NC 

Admission: $10; 
$8 seniors & students 

Doors Open - 6:45 PM 
Meeting - 7:15 PM 

Early Meditation - 6:30 PM (free)

Visit us online at www.Spiritual-Frontiers.com.
SFF meets the first Thursday of every month except July.
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